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The views expressed in this Newsletter are
not necessarily those of the RUSI-SA.

Living with COVID has become part of our daily life
and we are still holding our council meetings by
Zoom, rather than face-to-face.
Since my last report, we have been able to continue our monthly
luncheons at the Combined Ex Services Mess at the Torrens Parade
Ground with Reg Carruthers, Dr Daniel Floreani, Dr James Hurst, Major
Abe Chandra and Michael Slattery as our guest speakers so far this year
and reports of their presentations are included in the newsletters.
At a recent RUSI-NSW presentation, Brigadier Ian Langford, acting Head
Land Capability, made the point that the premise that we had ten years to
prepare for a major conflict is no longer fit for purpose and that wars are
not declared anymore, as in the case of Russia’s annexation of the
Crimea and now the invasion of Ukraine.
In conjunction with the Defence Reserves
Association of South Australia, we are continuing
with our periodic Current Issues Briefings which
are held in the evening at the Naval, Military and
Air Force Club. We were fortunate to secure
Senator Penny Wong, Shadow Minister for
Foreign Affairs as the guest presenter for a CIB
on 17 March 2022 immediately prior to the federal
election.
Details of the next CIB will be
announced once finalised.
At the national level, the very expensive national
website has been replaced with a more
appropriate lower cost model with links to the
various state and territory websites. As RUSI-SA does not have a website
at present, we are in the process of establishing one to replace the current
seldom-used Facebook page and we are looking for a volunteer to be the
webmaster.
The other item of continuing concern is the renewal of the national licence
covering the use of Defence facilities by the various RUSI divisions. The
original licence was due to expire at the end of June 2021, but was
extended several times in three monthly increments and now has been
extended until end of December 2023, on the understanding that we seek
alternative accommodation off-base. A move to the Torrens Parade
Ground building was sought, but we were advised that all available space
had been allocated. The RUSI Council welcomes any suggestions from
members.
David Stoba, President RUSI-SA

Monthly Luncheons
Monday 1 August 2022
Speaker: Ben Kilsby

SA - THE DEFENCE STATE
Reg Carruthers, Executive Director of Defence and
Space for Defence SA. addressed the members and
friends of RUSI-SA on 7 March 2022,

Investment Business Development
Officer, Defence.
Topic: Investing in a high-tech defence
and space industries future for SA.
All members are invited to attend our
luncheons.
Indeed you are
encouraged to invite partners, friends
and colleagues to join us and, if they
like what they see and hear, to
nominate them for RUSI-SA
membership.
Business dress or neat casual is
applicable for those who attend. We
will assemble at the Combined ExServices mess at the Torrens Parade
Ground from 11.30 for the briefing to
commence at 12 noon.
Lunch is
served at 1 pm and the event
completed by 2.30 pm.
The cost is $30 for members of the
RUSI, NMAF Club, RSL and TPI and
for Veterans and Defence Personnel
and $35 for the general public. The
cost includes a main course meal and
dessert. Wines, beer and soft drinks
will be available for purchase. We will
conduct a raffle to help cover
expenses.
For those who do not have time to
enjoy lunch, but wish to hear the
lecture, chairs will be provided at the
back of the room. A $10 donation to
attend the lecture would be
appreciated.
Students are free.
Please be seated before 11.55 am.
The address will be about 40 to 45
minutes duration with 10 minutes for
questions. We aim to complete the
program by 2.30 pm.

There are nine growth sectors in SA, including the funding of some
interesting projects with the DST Group. Reg is responsible for the
coordination of two of the nine sectors, Defence Sector State Strategy
2030 which supports the state’s naval shipbuilding projects and the
Space Sector Strategy, with its aim of developing SA’s space industry
over the next ten years.
Information is the basis for all that is done and the current focus is on
Defence and Space, including Information Warfare.
Artificial
Intelligence is an important component.
Support will be provided by 8A-Poseidon maritime and MC-55
Peregrine EW surveillance aircraft together with unmanned aerial
vehicles, MQ-4C Triton, MQ-9B SkyGuardian, all to be based at RAAF
Edinburgh.
A significant component of information warfare will be the Koonimba
Test Range. The Koonimba range allows companies, universities,
space agencies and other organisations to pay for their rockets to be
taken to the site, launched and rockets and payloads to be recovered.
SASAT1 Space Services Mission was a competition amongst all SA
schools to name the first satellite and was won by Findon High School
for the name Kanyini, meaning responsibility and unconditional love for
all of creation.
Lot 14 on North Terrace is Australia’s first dedicated space
manufacturing hub.

RADIO ADELAIDE 101.5 FM
Cancellations must be advised to the
RUSI-SA Office by midday of the
Friday before the lunch. Subsequent
cancellations will attract a fee of $25.

Service Voices brings news, views, perspectives and
memories from veterans, the service, volunteers and
defence communities, embracing oral history and
contemporary perspectives.
It has has been privileged to record many truly wonderful stories and
interviews with our Veterans for broadcast on Radio Adelaide 101.5 FM.

72 HOURS IN THE SADDLE
In 1844, 49-year-old Thomas Playford
moved to the distant colony of South
Australia.
Playford’s great grandson,
Sir Thomas Playford, became Premier of
the state and the longest holder of
elected
office of any elected
government leader in the history of
Australia and the British Empire.
Less well known is that in 1815, the earlier Thomas
Playford, a future pastor, had sat astride a large black
horse and was about to take part in one of the great
cavalry charges of modern European history – the
charge of the British heavy cavalry at Waterloo.
Playford had previously served for over two years in the
Iberian Peninsula under the Duke of Wellington. This
was a campaign of long rides in all weather, across
mountains, hot dusty plains and rivers, through
picturesque historical towns and war ravaged or burnt
out villages. Due to his impressive physique, Playford
had lied about his age of 15 and joined the 2nd
Regiment of Life Guards of the Household cavalry,
guards of Buckingham Palace and the King and the
senior regiment of the British army. They were
described as large men on large horses, and ‘swagger
incarnate’.

This talk by Dr James Hurst, historian, military author
and AIF re-enactment manager, was given to RUSI-SA
members and friends on 2 May 2022.

It explored the experience of Playford’s regiment during
the Peninsular War, in London during the Corn Law
riots and during three days of hard riding beneath hot
sun and flooding rain, that culminated in the climactic
Battle of Waterloo. Wet, hungry and sleep deprived,
the Life Guards and other regiments of the Household
and Union Brigades stood between Napoleon’s first
great attack of the day and the undefended road to
Brussels behind them.

DEFENCE RESEARCH
Defence has partnered with global tech
company Anduril to contribute to
Stealthy capability and design and
develop extra-large autonomous
undersea vehicles (XLAUVs).
Under the collaborative arrangement, Defence
scientists, Navy personnel and Anduril robotics
specialists will work together to produce three
prototype XLAUVs over three years, delivering a
manufacture-ready vehicle at the end of 2025.

SENATOR THE HON. PENNY WONG
The then shadow minister for Foreign
Affairs, Senator the Hon Penny Wong
addressed members and friends of the
RUSI-SA and Defence Reserves
Association at the Naval, Military and
Airforce Club on 17 March 2022. She
spoke about Australia’s present and
future national security and defence
issues. Following is a short summary
of the Senator’s presentation.
Australia faces the most challenging strategic
circumstances since the end of WWII.
Fostering informed discussion is a vital aim to
have at the current time as we are living in a
more dangerous world. Vital issues include
climate change, the Covid pandemic, the
actions of Russia to wage war in the Ukraine, a
more assertive China and ongoing strategic
competition between the great powers. ADF
personnel have played vital roles in getting the
country through the pandemic and are now
stretched to cope with the devastating floods along the
east coast.
A Labor government will support a stronger ADF,
prioritise better and smarter cybersecurity, shore up
economic self-reliance, strengthen our communities
and institutions, deepen partnerships in the region and
globally around the world and take decisive and
effective action on climate change. This will take the
next thirty, not three, years and requires sustained
bipartisan consensus.
Sen Wong went on to focus on Labor’s approach to
defence and foreign affairs.
The 2020 Defence
Strategic Review warns that we can no longer rely on
a ten-year strategic warning time for a major
conventional attack against Australia. We support the
Defence Strategic Update and the budget expenditure
associated with it, including $270 billion of capability
acquisition including the nuclear-powered submarines.
Defence contracts will have measurable and
enforceable levels of local content, not just because it
creates jobs, but because being able to manufacture
our assets here is the critical element of growing our
sovereign capability. Our strategic cooperation with
key partners will be deepened to bolster our joint
capabilities, shape our strategic environment and
uphold the rules of the road. This will build a region
that is stable, prosperous, respectful of sovereignty
and resilient to future threats.
Defence and Foreign Affairs must work together to
deploy all aspects of state power - diplomatic,
strategic, social and economic.
Our diplomatic
capability and aid programmes need rebuilding to
maximise our influence, strengthen our economy and
help build a more resilient region. A Special Envoy to
SE Asia will recognise the vital importance of highlevel engagement and will deepen partnerships to the

immediate north. Climate diplomacy will be central to
Labor’s regional engagement - including co-hosting of
a future Conference of the Parties with Pacific
countries and a $200m climate and infrastructure
partnership with Indonesia.
The biggest challenge for the ADF is manpower.
Reservists play a key role in the defence of the nation
and continue to be a key part of our integrated
Defence Force. The number of Australians in service
or Reserves needs to increase. One significant part of
the recruit and retain piece is ensuring women are
welcomed and supported as part of the solution. It is
necessary to identify new capabilities for
urgent disaster response mobilisation,
including whether, as suggested by experts, a
national emergency taskforce is needed.
An Albanese Labor Government will
undertake an Urgent Climate Risk
Assessment, commissioning the Director
General of National Intelligence and the
Secretary of Defence with the involvement of
intelligence agencies and an independent
panel, to develop an urgent climate risk
assessment within four months.
The
Assessment would be explicitly required to
capture domestic and Indo-Pacific trends and
considerations and economic matters.
We will
conduct a Defence Force Posture Review to ensure
Australian Defence units, assets, and facilities are
equipped and prepared for military action and disaster
response.

Senator the Hon Penny Wong was born in Malaysia
and at the age of eight, moved to Australia with her
family and settled in Adelaide.
The Senator graduated in law and the arts at the
University of Adelaide and went on to practice labour
law, advocating for the rights of workers. She secured
better pay and conditions for workers as a union
representative and served as a policy adviser in the
NSW government.
Penny was elected to the Australian Senate as a
Senator for South Australia in 2001 with her first term
commencing in 2002. She was re-elected in 2007,
2013, in the double dissolution election of 2016 and
2022.
After two years in the Senate, she was promoted to
the shadow ministry and after Labour was elected in
2007, Penny was appointed Minister for Climate
Change and Water. In Labour’s second term, Penny
served as Minister for Finance and Deregulation. After
the 2022 election, Penny was appointed to her current
position as Leader of the Government in the Senate
and Minister for Foreign Affairs.
In 2013, as leader of the Government in the Senate,
Penny was the first woman to hold this role.
Penny lives in Adelaide with her partner and their two
daughters.

CYBER WARFARE IN SPACE
problem now that we have become almost too
reliant on space services. There is increasing
competition for resources, position and space
on the spectrum.

Dr Daniel Floreani, Director
CyberOps Pty Ltd, addressed the
members and friends of RUSI-SA
on 4 April 2022 about cyber
operations and cyber warfare in
space and why we now need to
protect the internet in space.
Dr Floreani has over 25 years’ experience
in local and global positions in sales,
business development and R&D.
He
specialises in connecting diverse things to
the Internet. After finishing his PhD at
DSTO, he worked on JORN and then
went to work at Cisco Systems where one
of his roles starting in 2005 was the
Space Architect in the Global Defence
and Space Team, “putting the Internet into
Space”.

Dr Floreani went on to discuss space policy.
Very few rules have yet been developed, though
a cyber security plan has to be produced for all
rocket launches.
Civil versus military view
points need to be considered. The Defence
innovation hub is an Australian
Government Defence organisation,
investigating innovative technologies that
can enhance Defence capability and grow
the Australian defence industry and
innovation sector.

Since then, Daniel co-founded CyberOps
which is a Defence, Space and Cyber
company working to secure companies
and systems in space and on the ground.
CyberOps is based in Lot Fourteen and
is an active member of the local start-up
ecosystem.
CyberOps is also an active
participant in the Space Domain Awareness
ecosystem in Australia.

Satellite systems over the Ukraine went
down at the beginning of the recent war
which had effects on other countries,
German wind farms and a civilian network
used to track Russian tanks for example.
Commercial flights were not possible due
to jamming and power supply problems
caused the Hubble space telescope to
stop working.
Recently, an astronaut
found a virus on his laptop computer. A
secure business is required to build
secure products and operate secure
systems and industry needs to own it.

Satellites were first proposed in 1945 and the
first COTS payload in space occurred in 2003.
The first router in space, GEO IS-14 was in
November 2009. The Gulf war had first created
the increased need for communication and
Starlink satellites were developed creating
space links that allowed satellites to
communicate with each other. By 2022, the
internet was on the moon in the form of
ARTEMIS.
Cyber security is a significant

There are about 9000 active satellites that are
now purely junk. The Kessler syndrome is a
phenomenon in which the amount of junk in
orbit around Earth reaches a point where it just
creates more and more space debris, causing
major problems for satellites, astronauts and
mission planners. Space domain needs
awareness and control.
Some satellites now have the ability to pick up
other satellites.

EXERCISE RIMPAC 2022
The Royal Australian Army Ordnance
Corps (RAAOC) celebrated its 120th
birthday on board HMAS Canberra during
Exercise Rim of the Pacific (RIMPAC) 2022.
RIMPAC is the world's largest international maritime
warfare exercise.
HMAS Canberra, HMAS
Warramunga and HMAS Supply participated in
RIMPAC 2022
!
HMAS Canberra

THE POLITICAL MAP HAS CHANGED VERY LITTLE

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

WINTER CARVERY

I am in favour of the Zoom style of meeting to “collar”
quality presenters when and where needed. They are
easily arranged if one has the venue with a good screen,
a good quality capable projector, loud speakers etc and it
can be interactive with a good Zoom control.

I am so sorry for all the folks who missed the Winter
Carvery this year due to illness and mishap. It was a
beautiful day with bight sunshine and very savoury food.

We now use Zoom routinely in Toastmasters in SA,
even for training and conferences with interstate
members. Such a need arose because of Covid, but is
now a regular part of the scene and there are even
hybrid meetings, wherein some members attend on-line,
and the balance are face to face.
I am also in favour of regular monthly evening meetings
rather than lunch time as the main official meeting for
the RUSI-SA.
The speaker could be recorded and
played back later to those who still want to attend the
regular monthly lunchtime meeting.
In reality, few
questions are asked at the lunchtime event and those
could easily be recorded in writing ready for a simple
blog style of reply from the speaker in, for example, a
reactivated web page. In this manner we retain the faith
and commitment of the long term members and place
ourselves in the position for more effective and
accessible interactive meetings available to a wider
audience. Many office bound or work bound people
cannot attend lunchtime meetings and those in defence
related positions are often too far from the city to attend,
I have broached this topic before, but I feel far more
comfortable with the idea now given the power of Zoom
or equivalent Microsoft Teams software. Perhaps we
could at least run a trial.
There are so many vital defence issues for which
RUSI-SA could be a leader in content.
Geoff Jansen

The Mount Osmond Golf Club again served a
scrumptious meal with roast beef, pork belly and fish. It
had all the lovely things to accompany them that we
have come to expect from this fine venue.
The delicious soup with hot bread rolls led the meal
served at the table. The dessert which included sweets
as well as cheese platters was also served.
The
company was amenable and laughter was heard as we
enjoyed a fine meal with friends and family. Hopefully
all our health will be restored and we can again increase
our numbers at the next one.

A straw poll taken indicated that our members would
prefer another luncheon
Phil instead
Palmer of a formal evening
event.
If you would like to comment or give your
opinion, please, contact me. I am thinking about a
luncheon at a suitable venue where we could invite our
patron to attend as our guest. If anyone has any
comments on this idea, again, contact me.
Dana Stoba Social Coordinator

